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a b s t r a c t
We present a CPU–GPU system for runtime acceleration of large molecular simulations
using GPU computation and memory swaps. The memory architecture of the GPU can be
used both as container for simulation data stored on the graphics card and as ﬂoating-point
code target, providing an effective means for the manipulation of atomistic or molecular
data on the GPU. To fully take advantage of this mechanism, eﬃcient GPU realizations
of algorithms used to perform atomistic and molecular simulations are essential. Our
system implements a versatile molecular engine, including inter-molecule interactions and
orientational variables for performing the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) algorithm, which
is one type of Markov chain Monte Carlo. By combining memory objects with ﬂoatingpoint code fragments we have implemented an MMC parallel engine that entirely avoids
the communication time of molecular data at runtime. Our runtime acceleration system is
a forerunner of a new class of CPU–GPU algorithms exploiting memory concepts combined
with threading for avoiding bus bandwidth and communication. The testbed molecular
system used here is a condensed phase system of oligopyrrole chains. A benchmark
shows a size scaling speedup of 60 for systems with 210,000 pyrrole monomers. Our
implementation can easily be combined with MPI to connect in parallel several CPU–GPU
duets.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Computer simulations of solid materials and ﬂuids are among the most avid CPU-time consumers of any available high
performance computing resource. Classical interaction potentials such as Lennard-Jones have historically been employed to
model prototypical atomic systems with interactions in the medium to short range. These systems can be simulated considering only the local environment of each atom, e.g. its ﬁrst or second coordination shells [1,2]. Currently the power
of computer technology has increased tremendously enabling use of more realistic interaction potentials for simulation
of molecular systems of ever-increasing complexity. Systems that are prone to develop collective interactions require consideration of extended molecular environments which in turn imply the need of increasing the size of the system at its
maximum upon available computing resources [3,4]. Analogous to the delayed acceptance by the computational community
of massively parallel computing hardware two decades ago, widespread acceptance of computing with Graphics Processing
Units (GPU) has not been achieved yet despite its insertion in 2006 when CUDATM became available. The delay is due to
the debate over whether it is worth to invest in developing new CPU–GPU companion parallel algorithms for simulation
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methods of N-body systems versus employing more CPU-time of existing massively parallel architectures. Furthermore,
widespread use of CPU–GPU carries the diﬃculty of being largely dependent on the simulation method. For atomistic and
molecular simulations, both molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) are very useful [5]. Traditionally, a metrics
of parallel algorithms success on the utilization of available processors has been the speedup S p (ratio of CPU-time in one
processor to CPU-time in p processors) and percent eﬃciency (100S p / p). These measures are both algorithm-dependent
and machine-dependent and are less useful for predicting which simulation approach will be faster in wall clock time using
CPU–GPU architectures. The metrics has now shifted to predict a speedup as a function of the system size scaling-up in a
simulation employing a one CPU–GPU duet [6]. The latter is advantageous for running several simulations contemporarily
and for addressing million-molecule systems.
In this paper we describe a CPU–GPU implementation for accelerating the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) [7] that includes the option of using MMC in other algorithms with innovative sampling such as the Adaptive Tempering Monte Carlo
(ATMC) [8]. The MMC is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) used for sampling from multi-dimensional distributions, especially when the number of dimensions is high. MMC was initially [7] proposed for the Boltzmann distribution (or Gibbs
distribution) [9] that in physics, chemistry, and mathematics is the distribution function of the states of a system in thermal equilibrium. A large set of parallelizations algorithms have been developed for MD and some of them are transferable
to CPU–GPU implementations [10]. On the other hand, very little has been achieved on speeding up MC methods with
CPU–GPU techniques largely because of their intrinsic serial algorithm [11]. The MMC algorithm is extensively used in the
physical sciences and engineering. Indeed, in the past ﬁve years Web of Knowledge lists 980 articles that explicitly mention
MMC. We note that often the method is cited just as MC. In addition, virtually all graduate programs in the sciences and
engineering around the globe have courses in which the MMC method is taught and traditional implementations are used
by students in classroom projects.
Our MMC implementation relies on one GPU accessible and enabled by one CPU. The strategy to parallelize MMC is
to asynchronously task one GPU device with a large number of parallel kernel threads that scale with system size while
the associated CPU executes processes and tasks that are either ineﬃcient or impossible to parallelize. Section 2 describes
ATMC, which uses MMC extensively. Section 3 contains description of the testbed for the GPU acceleration scheme, which is
a system of oligopyrroles in the condensed phase [12]. The model potential for oligopyrroles and simulation parameters used
are provided in this section. In Section 4, we describe the initialization constants needed for parallelizing the MMC. Section 5
includes details on the connectivity between GPU and CPU for simulating the MMC. Section 6 presents a benchmark for
scaling-up the system. Section 7 concludes this work.
2. Monte Carlo methods for molecular simulations
To calculate values of macroscopic quantities of systems at constant temperature, volume and number of particles, the
Boltzmann distribution is used:

P i = exp(− E i /k B T )/



exp(− E j /k B T )

(1)

j

where P i is the chance of ﬁnding the system in state i with energy E i at temperature T and k B is the Boltzmann constant.
The denominator in Eq. (1) is the canonical partition function of the system. Then, the expected value of a property (the
energy in particular) can be compared to its macroscopic value. Based on Eq. (1) the average value is deﬁned as:

E =


i

E i exp(− E i /k B T )/



exp(− E i /k B T ).

(2)

j

For suﬃciently large homogeneous systems it can be assumed that  E  is the macroscopic quantity for energy.
The Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) algorithm is at the core of the software implementation we describe in this paper.
MMC is an important sampling algorithm that generates a series of system samples consistent with the Boltzmann probability distribution, Eq. (1) [13]. Each sample describes the system’s conﬁguration by giving the coordinates of each particle
composing the system. The sequence of samples are linked through a Markov chain. The MMC method enables calculation
of the expected value of a property without requiring full knowledge of the probabilities in Eq. (1). Instead, it requires
a function that is proportional to ratios of probabilities between two consecutive samples of the system. This eliminates
calculation of the denominator in Eq. (1). The next requirement for implementing the MMC consists in adopting the acceptance/rejection choice for transitioning from state i to state j given by min(1, P j / P i ) and the principle of detailed balance
(transition probabilities i → j = j → i) [1]. The acceptance criterion involves conﬁgurational properties. Therefore, MMC
only requires calculating the conﬁgurational potential energy of the system.
The computational challenge is to parallelize the inherently serial MMC method. Indeed, in MMC each system molecule
is randomly displaced and oriented out of its current position in a sequential manner. Not all moves are accepted; in rejection cases the molecule is restored to its previous position. For a system with N molecules, one MMC iteration involves
a complete pass over the N molecules for their chance of being moved or not. Thus, N conﬁgurations are generated in
each iteration, with each conﬁguration corresponding to one molecule being moved independently of the others. Therefore,
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of (a) the pyrrole monomer in polypyrrole with its dipole moment and (b) one 12-Py oligopyrrole chain. Carbon atoms are gray,
nitrogen atoms are blue, and hydrogens are white. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

each motion vector can be computed in parallel by a separate independent thread. However, because each generated conﬁguration depends upon the acceptance or rejection of the previous conﬁguration, the algorithm cannot “skip ahead” and
calculate next any given molecular position and orientation without knowing the positions of all the other molecules. This
dependency hampers a direct parallelization.
The MMC is used also in combination with other methods. For example, the ATMC algorithm [8] is an optimization algorithm that uses the MMC to ﬁnd the global minimum in conﬁguration space. The optimization method gives the structure
with minimum energy when the system is driven from high temperature to low temperature. The ATMC belongs to the
family of multicanonical algorithms [20,21] of expanded statistical mechanics ensembles. The implementation of the ATMC
is mathematically carried out by creation of a Markov chain of system states connecting the various statistical mechanics
ensembles. This is achieved allowing the temperature to hop to a new temperature thus linking the conﬁguration of the
latter ensemble to the conﬁguration of the former ensemble. A temperature change is referred to as tempering and actually
connects two statistical mechanics ensembles (NVT) characterized by different temperatures. Because a couple of thousand
temperatures are typically visited in one simulation, each statistical mechanics ensemble performs a relatively short sampling that is carried out with MMC. Care must be taken so that the MMC sampling is long enough to have statistically
signiﬁcant results. ATMC accomplishes the change of statistical mechanics ensemble by ﬁrst adopting a positive change in
temperature T to be β = σATMC /δ E, were β = 1/(k B T ), σATMC is a simulation parameter to control the temperature hop,
and δ E is the standard deviation of the energy over a short MMC run at T . Then, P + = exp{−[( E −  E ) ∗ (β + β)]}/ Q and
P − = exp{−[( E −  E ) ∗ (β − β)]}/ Q are the two probabilities for a tempering event, where  E  is the average energy over
M ﬁxed MMC sampling steps, E is the last instantaneous energy of the completed tempering event and Q is a normalization
factor.
3. Model potential and simulation implementation
The testbed for the CPU–GPU implementation is a system containing many oligomers of twelve pyrrole monomers,
12-Py, as shown in Figs. 1(a), (b). The chemical formula of each 12-Py oligomer is C48 N12 H38 . In this chain-like molecule,
the Py monomers are bonded between themselves by single carbon–carbon bonds to form a polymeric chain possessing a
backbone of alternating single–double carbon–carbon bonds. We used a recently proposed model potential to represent each
oligopyrrole [12]. This model potential gives a coarse grained representation of the neutral phase (reduced) of oligopyrroles
by representing each Py monomer as a rigid planar body with its eight atoms (Fig. 1(a)) in unmovable ﬁxed positions. In
addition, each monomer has one electric dipole moment anchored at its center as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). We focused on a
system of many 12-Py oligomer chains (Fig. 1(b)) at densities consistent with a glassy condensed material.
The potential model has an intra-chain term and an inter-chain term [12]. For N chains oligomers, each of them containing
n pyrrole monomers (n-Py), the potential energy of the system is:



N chains

E=

U intra (i ) + U inter

(3)

i =1

Here U intra (i ) is the intra-chain model potential of the ith chain linking the n monomers through various terms: monomer–
monomer bonding through C–C stretching, angular bending between three contiguous monomers, torsion angle displacements identifying the angle between planes of any two contiguous monomers, dipole–dipole interaction, and anti-coiling
between second and further away neighbors:

U intra (i ) = U stretch + U bending + U torsion + U anti-coiling + U dipole–dipole

(4)
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These terms contain eight parameters with values obtained from a numerical ﬁt to density functional theory calculations
[22,23]. We have used the values reported in [12]. The inter-chain interactions U inter are represented by 9–6 Mie–Jones and
dipole–dipole pairwise interactions:

U inter =

N 
N 


i =1 j =i =1



εinter

σinter

9

Rij

−

3
2



σinter
Rij

6 
+

1
2R 3i j


i  μ
j −3
μ

(μi  Ri j )(μ j  Ri j )
R 2i j


(5)

where N = nN chains is the total number of monomers in the computational box, R i j are the distances between the centers
of mass of Py monomers i and j in two different oligomer chains (indicated by the prime in the second summation),
εinter = 0.066 eV, σinter = 5.8686 Å, μi are the monomer permanent electrical dipole moments of magnitude μ = 1.0121 D
[12]. The ﬁrst term in Eq. (5) is a sum of spherically symmetric pairwise additive functions that are calculated knowing
the coordinates of the monomers center of mass. The second term contains the dipole orientations involving not only the
coordinates of the center of mass, but also the three Euler angles determining the orientation of the plane of each monomer.
We have not used the traditional Ewald sums to correct the dipole–dipole contribution to the potential energy because all
systems considered had a long cutoff radius, which needs to be at least a bit longer than one oligomer chain (about 40 Å).
For this work we considered systems of 12-Py oligomers at a density of 0.98 g/cm3 . The center of mass of each oligomer
was positioned initially in a site of a fcc-like lattice at the desired density. The computational box was approximately cubic
in shape and the conﬁguration of the system was determined by the 3N coordinates and 3N angles of the N monomers in
such box. Periodic boundary conditions were used, and a cutoff radius of the potential was set to be 0.499999 times the
minimum box edge. The cutoff radius is very large to take into account the full length of the oligomer. For example, for
a system with 512 oligomer chains (6144 monomers), the minimum box edge is 88 Å, and the cutoff radius is 44 Å. This
large cutoff radius ensures that the neglected energy of the inter-oligomer dipole–dipole term is less than 0.0001% the total
potential energy for the small system with 512 oligomers.
For MMC practitioners, the ideal average acceptance rate for each trial conﬁguration in MMC is 50%. In our implementation an acceptance rate from 40 to 60% was considered adequate. The acceptance rate is primarily controlled by step size,
δr and δangle . For a given temperature, we can select a step size that gives an adequate acceptance rate. For suﬃciently
large step sizes, trial conﬁgurations differ greatly from the previous conﬁguration; and therefore, the energies tend to differ
greatly. Such trials tend to be rejected. For suﬃciently small step sizes, trial conﬁgurations differ too little such that the
energy change becomes negligible and the trials are always accepted. At 1000 K, for the oligopyrrole testbed, δr = 0.1 Å was
an adequate step size, same that was adopted for all system sizes (see Section 6). For other temperatures, the step size δr
was scaled dynamically by increasing linearly with temperature. For rotations, each Euler angle was changed independently
with a 50% probability of increasing 1◦ and a 50% probability of decreasing 1◦ .
4. Initialization step for parallelization
The implementation source code is written in CUDA C, NVIDIA’s extension to the C programming language for parallel
programming, and compiled by NVCC, CUDATM version 4.0 C compiler. The strategy to parallelize MMC is to asynchronously
task one GPU device with large numbers of parallel threads that scale with system size while the associated CPU executes
tasks that are ineﬃcient to parallelize in the GPU [11].
Input parameters include: (1) the initial iteration index (if restarting from a previously completed run), (2) the number
of equilibration MMC iterations to perform, (3) the number of MMC iterations per tempering M ﬁxed in the ATMC (0 for pure
MMC), (4) the ATMC temperature change parameter σATMC , (5) the number of monomers in the computational box and
the number of monomers in each oligopyrrole chain, (6) the dimensions of the computational box, (7) the system density,
(8) the potential cutoff distance, (9) the number of threads per block in the GPU when constructing molecular moves,
and (10) the number of threads per block in the GPU when performing energy calculations. There are several additional
initialization steps before iterating MMC.
Almost all data copied to the GPU device is copied asynchronously from page-locked host memory to allow the CPU and
GPU to work in parallel. The oligopyrrole system’s constants are the exception because they are copied synchronously once
during initialization to the GPU’s constant memory. All results from the GPU are copied back into page-locked host memory.
Fig. 2 is a diagram of the memory use in the CPU–GPU duet during the MMC step. The page-locked host memory contains
the computational box dimensions and the following arrays: (1) random numbers, (2) N trial molecular moves from the
initial conﬁguration, (3) the current conﬁguration of positions and orientations of the N monomers, and (4) energy subtotal
sums from each block of threads in the GPU. The input data for the GPU kernels is copied to the GPU global memory. Each
block of threads has its own internal shared memory that is utilized to compute energy subtotals for each block. Energy
subtotals from each block are copied to the global memory. Output data from the GPU kernels is copied from the GPU
global memory back to the page-locked host memory.
To prepare the GPU, the device constant memory is initialized by loading the input parameters. A ﬁrst array of random
numbers (RN) is used to construct an array of possible moves of the N monomers. This RN array contains as many random
numbers as needed for translating and rotating all the N monomers in the system. With these RN an array of monomer
moves is generated in the GPU and is copied both to the host page-locked (pinned) memory and to the global memory of
the GPU device. The next array of random numbers is generated in the CPU while waiting for the GPU to complete execution
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Fig. 2. Memory organization in the CPU–GPU duet.

in the GPU threads. The initial system conﬁguration is either generated programmatically from scratch in the CPU or loaded
from a ﬁle typically generated from the ﬁnal conﬁguration of a previous run. This array contains the coordinates locating
the center of mass of the N monomers and the triad of angles that deﬁne their orientations. The CPU invokes the CUDA
library to allocate page-locked (pinned) memory on the host. The conﬁguration array is copied to page-locked memory by
the CPU. Finally, the energy of the initial conﬁguration is computed in the CPU and one new conﬁguration involving move
of one monomer is performed in the GPU (implementation details are given in the next section). If performing ATMC, the
proper temperature changes are considered until a low temperature limit terminates the run.
5. Metropolis Monte Carlo with a graphics processing unit
The GPU-accelerated MMC implementation begins by initializing the allocated page-locked (or pinned) host memory
arrays for (1) the random numbers, (2) the trial molecule steps with the initial conﬁguration, (3) the current conﬁguration
and (4) the computational box dimensions. The GPU (referred to as the device) maintains identical copies of these arrays in
its own global memory to reduce the required data bandwidth between host and device.
Almost all of the acceleration is obtained when calculating the molecular energies needed in MMC given in Eqs. (3)–(5).
The CPU loops over the N monomers for performing the summations over i in Eqs. (3) and (5). Meanwhile, by computing the
internal sum of Eq. (5) (marked with a prime) in the GPU, a systolic loop type decomposition [14] of the potential energy is
implemented such that each term in the primed sum of Eq. (5) is executed by one GPU thread as described in what follows
with a schematic diagram of the data ﬂow given in Fig. 3. Our approach departs fully from the parallel algorithms developed
for electrostatically driven MC considered to display good performances [15,16]. However, our approach is reminiscent of
the farm algorithm [17–19] that at the time was not eﬃcient because of the restrictive access to a large enough number of
processors without communication penalties.
A CUDA kernel is a function executed on the device as an array of threads in parallel. Threads are grouped into blocks
and blocks are organized in a grid such that kernels are executed as a grid of blocks of threads. Each thread is executed by
one device core. We employ page-locked (or pinned) host memory in order for memory to be copied between the host and
device asynchronously. This allows the kernels to process completely asynchronously while the main thread continues on
the host. Once the GPU has been tasked, the CPU continues to work contemporarily.
Four CUDA kernels are launched asynchronously: (1) mcStep, (2) getPartEnergy, (3) swapPart, and (4) copyPart. The
vast majority of the MMC algorithm is performed by kernels mcStep and getPartEnergy. The mcStep kernel constructs trial
molecule steps, and the getPartEnergy kernel calculates and sums energy terms involving pairs of molecules (or monomers
in this case). Kernels swapPart and copyPart construct the trial conﬁguration and maintain the current conﬁguration (depending on whether or not the trial was accepted or rejected) respectively in the device global memory.
To launch the mcStep kernel asynchronously, both the array of random numbers and the array of trial molecule steps
are copied asynchronously to the GPU global memory. Each thread is mapped to one monomer. Then the mcStep kernel
constructs an array of N trial molecule steps by tasking N threads, each to translate a monomer’s position (three coordinates
of the center of mass) and rotate its orientation (three Euler angles). Thus, the mcStep kernel performs a translation δr with
random direction of the monomer center of mass and a rotation that adds or subtracts δangle to the three Euler angles
deﬁning the monomer orientation. The array of trial molecule steps is complete when all the threads of mcStep have
ﬁnished their task of moving the N monomers and the new coordinates and angles are asynchronously copied back into
the page-locked host memory. While the GPU executes the mcStep kernel, the CPU host generates a new array of random
numbers for use in the next call of the mcStep kernel.
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Fig. 3. Data ﬂow of the MMC implementation. Rectangles represent memory blocks, black arrows represent memory copied between host and GPU, large
operator symbols represent kernel computations, and green arrows represent input and output to the kernel functions or memory copied within the GPU.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The CPU host proceeds with MMC by looping over each moving monomer i in Eq. (5) to evaluate the trial conﬁgurations
constructed from moving the monomer according to the respective step determined from the mcStep kernel. For each
moving monomer in the loop, the getPartEnergy kernel is launched such that each thread is mapped to another monomer
( j in Eq. (5)). All threads compute the pair energy of Eq. (5) involving their respective non-moving monomer and the
moving monomer of the sequential loop. By mapping each non-moved monomer to one thread in blocks of dependent
size (typically, 128 threads/block), the distance R i j (between the moved monomer and the mapped non-moved monomer)
and the corresponding pair energy (Eq. (5), primed summation) are calculated in one thread. The getPartEnergy kernel also
performs sums of the pair energies over all threads in a block and returns an array of block-energy subtotals which is copied
asynchronously into page-locked host memory on the CPU host. While the GPU executes the getPartEnergy kernel, the CPU
host computes the remaining U intra energy terms (Eqs. (3) and (4)) involving the current moving monomer in the MMC
iteration. Then, the CPU waits until the GPU device has ﬁnished copying the array of block-energies back into page-locked
host memory. When ready, the CPU host sums the elements of this array and adds the sum to the locally computed U intra .
The result is the sum of all energy terms involving the current (moving) monomer.
The preceding procedure is done twice, once for energy calculation before monomer i is moved and a second time for
the trial step involving the moved ith monomer. The swapPart kernel constructs the trial conﬁguration tasking a single
thread to swap the moving monomer’s current coordinates with the trail coordinates in the GPU global memory. The CPU
accepts or rejects the trial by the MMC criterion. The copyPart kernel maintains the current conﬁguration in the GPU global
memory depending on whether or not the trial was accepted or rejected.
The process is repeated for as many MMC iterations as desired.
6. Benchmark
For this work we used a workstation with a quad of Intel i5 2400S, 2.5 GHz cores and one Tesla C2070 GPU that is
equipped with 448 cores and 6 GB of memory. We benchmarked our implementation of CUDA GPU-accelerated MMC and
the bulk 12-Py model by measuring the average runtime per iteration. For comparison, we implemented a serial version of
MMC that utilized one CPU, and no GPU. Table 1 tabulates benchmark results for seven system sizes ranging from a number
of monomers N = 768 to N ≈ 400,000, at 1000 K and ρ = 0.98 g/cm2 . The benchmark includes the runtimes used for
the serial implementation of MMC (without GPU) and the parallel implementation of MMC (with GPU). A size scaling-up
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Table 1
Benchmarking results comparing runtimes and speedup factor versus system size.
N

Runtime without GPU
(s/iteration)

Runtime with GPU
(s/iteration)

Speedup factor

6144
20,736
49,152
96,000
165,888
263,424
393,216

10.21
80.89
378.67
1420.89
3909.76
9678.41
21,392.80

0.59
3.19
10.31
28.32
70.59
160.99
342.47

17.3
25.4
36.7
50.2
55.4
60.1
62.5

Fig. 4. Runtime as a function of system size (left scale) and speedup factor as a function of system size (right scale).

“speedup factor” deﬁned as the ratio of the runtime without GPU to the runtime with GPU is calculated and plotted in
Fig. 4. Runtime values reported for system sizes 6144–96,000 were based on averages over 100 MMC iterations. Runtime
values for the largest three system sizes, 165,888 to 393,216, were based on averages over 10 MMC iterations.
Our group performed a previous simulation using a serial implementation of a small size system containing N = 768
pyrrole monomers (64 oligomers) [12]. Employing our CUDA GPU-accelerated implementation for this small system speeds
up the simulation by a modest factor of 2.3. Several million iterations of the system with 768 monomers at 300 K and
1000 K were performed to verify results with published results. Properties published in [12] were reproduced within a 5%
error, which is within the error of the calculations.
The speedup factor is signiﬁcantly enhanced for larger systems indicating that the speedup advantage of our approach
is typically better when the number of particles per GPU is large. This is expected as it is commonly held that GPU implementations require a suﬃciently large problem size to overcome the overhead of the CUDA GPU technology and fully
utilize the GPU resources. In fact, the next system size considered contained N = 6144 for which the CPU without the
GPU acceleration implementation took about 64 times longer to run than the system with N = 768. Meanwhile, with GPU
acceleration this N = 6144 system run for only 9 times longer than the implementation for the N = 768 system. This is
already a great time savings with speedup factor of over 17 and the system size is still small. As a visual illustration of the
chain stacking phenomena, Fig. 5 shows the ﬁnal conﬁguration of 512 chains (N = 6144) at 1000 K and ρ = 0.98 g/cm3 .
The rendering of Fig. 5(a) is a simpliﬁed wireframe representation of each 12-Py that gives a good view of the stacking of
the 512 chains. Fig. 5(b) shows the full atomic representation of the 64 chains located in the outermost plane of Fig. 5(a).
Although the individual oligomers display a wavy behavior, there is a collective behavior of stacking that is captured even
in the simulation.
7. Conclusion
We have devised a novel implementation for the acceleration of the Metropolis Monte Carlo method through parallelization with CUDA GPUs. This implementation allows studies of million-particle systems at reasonable computing times. In
fact, we obtain a speedup of 60 for 210,000 particles over regular CPU implementations. The system studied during this
implementation was composed of oligomers of the pyrrole molecule containing twelve monomers. The interactions in this
condensed phase system were taken from Ref. [12]. This system is complex because it contains long molecules that need
many neighbors and involves rotational degrees of freedom. Despite its complexity, the presented implementation allowed
for rapid exploitation in a local workstation. Moreover, this implementation has already been shared for another project
where it was applied to a different potential model [24]. In addition, the ATMC is now a cost eﬃcient optimization method
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Fig. 5. Equilibrated conﬁguration of a condensed phase system of 12-Py oligomers containing 512 chains at T = 1000 K and ρ = 0.98 g/cm3 : (a) wireframe
representation of every 12-Py oligomer in the system to facilitate the rendering of chain stacking; (b) all-atom stick representation of 32 oligomers in the
outermost plane of the conﬁguration shown in (a). For the drawing of the two plots, chains segmented at the periodic boundaries of the computational box
are appended on the other side of the box to show complete chains only.

worth using as a companion in simulations of soft materials where it is important to have groups of conﬁgurations associated to the most ordered state of the system. The CPU–GPU scheme uses the two interatomic potentials of Eq. (5). These
potentials are widely used in soft matter systems, including biomolecules. Therefore, our scheme would readily be helpful
for accelerating the runtime of a variety of systems.
Our CPU–GPU implementation opens up further possibilities for parallelization. For example, a number of equivalent
runs with different inputs, each using one CPU and one GPU, can be achieved simultaneously via an embarrassingly parallel method and message passing interface (MPI) to yield results of multiple simulations at once. Each MPI process would
independently execute the same workﬂow as described in this paper. More sophisticated hybrid implementations can be
explored using a similar domain decomposition as the one employed here in both MPI and GPU. Exploratory results in
Keeneland at XSEDE [25] have allowed the linking of 32 CPU–GPU duets with MPI and has achieved a time of 3 s/iteration
for 608,256 particles, where each CPU–GPU handled 19,008 monomers and dopants of the oxidized oligopyrrole system [24].
We expect that this novel implementation will encourage more scientists to perform MMC simulations at lower computational cost than sampling with molecular dynamics (MD). The trend to use MD by default exists even though MC methods
based on statistical mechanics principles are superior for studying thermodynamics properties such as entropy and free
energy in liquids, soft materials, biomaterials, and amorphous solids.
In addition, a solid parallelization based on the CPU–GPU implementation of the MMC algorithm is easily extendable
to other Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations. MCMC approaches are widely used in condensed matter physics,
engineering, high energy physics, physical chemistry, and statistics for sampling from a variety of probability distributions
in ﬁnance, linguistics, biophysics, and beyond.
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